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Religion^ Culture^
Intelligence

and

• John W. Simons

THE years immediately following World War II there was a noticeINable trend towards "religion" on tlie part of the American intelligentsia.
So marked was this trend that the editors of the Partisan Reuieu?-—-an
advanced hterary quarterly with pronounced Marxist sympathies'^regarded
it as "one of the significant tendencies of our time" and decided to conduct
a symposium to account for it. In four successive issues of the Partisan
Review (those of February, March, April, and May-June, 1949) there appeared a series of twenty-nine essays by w^ay of interpretation of the presumed revival. The symposium was entitled "Religion and the IntellecIn the following year the essays were published in book form.
tuals."
The contents of these essays, which have been quoted in many journals throughout the United States and Europe, will be of special interest
Though he is a member of a minority group
to the American Catholic.
within the American community, he is anxious to share fully in the cultural
life of the nation, and he is naturally happy to see a rapprochement between intellectual and religious elements within the community. He is
tired of being called a "fundamentalist" in the sense in which that word is
employed by cultured dilettantes, and he feels affronted when it is presumed that the intellectual life inevitably involves an abjuration of
Catholicism.
"Religion and the Intellectuals," fascinating on many counts, is fundamentally disappointing. The two terms of the discussion, religion and

nowhere defined. It is not possible, as a consequence, to
determine in any useful sense whether there is a religious trend at all, and
as a matter of fact some of the contributors deny that there is. These two
w^ords are actually semantic nightmares, and it was elementary to effective
discussion that precision be given to the use of these recalcitrant terms.
One is constantly forced to ad hoc interpretations of doubtful validity.
The twenty-nine contributors are represented as "leading writers, philosophers, and theologians." The only uncertain term here is "w^riters,
since it covers all those, from publicists to poets, whose authority in religious
matters cannot be taken seriously. Of course we expect philosophers to
be preoccupied with intellectual concerns, and we expect theologians to be
preoccupied with religion. Some "religionists" cannot properly be called
theologians, since they conceive of God as an irrelevancy in religious
intellectual, are

'

matters.

When

a group of contributors on such a topic as "Religion and the
is so presented, I believe it is not unjust for the prospective

Intellectuals"
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a

reader to assume that the viewpoints of the three professions— those of
and theologian'— will be fairly evenly distributed. This

writer, philosopher,
is far

from the case.

More than

half the contributors will at once be asso-

A

and hterary

few more will be recognized
studies.
Maritain and Dewey are the only contributors ^vho will be unequivocally accepted as philosophers, though adroit
verbal maneuver could possibly lure I. A. Richards into the philosophers'
camp.
ciated with hterature

as pohtical

and

social critics.

The reader will not recognize the name of any professional theologian,
not at least in the sense in which the word has been traditionally employed.
Paul Tillich is regarded as a theologian, but he will not allow that God is
a being. Presumably Robert Gorham Davis and Robert Graves, who have
a flair for anthropology and comparative religion, are also meant to be
accepted as theologians. Mr. Graves, for example, has just published his
TSazarene Gospel Restored— a work in which, with the most reckless academic irresponsibility, he tries to prove that the Gospels are "irresponsible
Greek piracies" and are not to be regarded as authentic accounts of the life
of Jesus Christ. Finally, it can be presumed that most social critics like to
be called social philosophers. And so it is possible to manipulate the terms
philosopher and theologian in such a way as to create the impression of
more or less equal representation. The impression, however, would be a
false one.

A

further interesting fact

is

that although a good

many

of the con-

a return to Catholicism, M.
Maritain is the lone Catholic to be granted a hearing. Since the symposium concentrates its attention upon the religious rene-wal "among intellectuals in the English-speaking countries," it would seem that one American and one English Catholic might have been asked to join the discussion.
From these inclusions and exclusions one is forced to conclude that
in the opinion of the editors of the Partisan Review (l) religion is a phetributors imply that a return to religion

is

nomenon belonging

to sociology rather than to philosophy or theology, and
American
Catholicism
has no trustworthy intellectual spokesman. If
(2)
the points of view vi'hich are sustained by the contributors to the symposium
are truly representative of the attitude of American intellectuals tow^ards
religion, Catholicism in America will look in vain for cultural allies. The
alternatives would seem to be the introverted life of an intellectual ghetto
or an escape into a new Thebaid.

Where

a Catholic intellectual to find comfort in statements like the
of the supernatural is a disease of religion"
(Robert Graves). There can be religion if it "is free from dependence on
the supernatural" (John Dewey).
"That God exists does not entail that
God is good" (Sidney Hook). One feels better disposed tow^ards those
contributors who, like Isaac Rosenfeld and James T. Farrell, frankly say
that they are naturalists than towards the contributors who perform impossible verbal feats in order to hold on to religion while rejecting God.
following?

is

"The concept

Religion, Culture,

Of

and Intelligence

5

Goa

the twenty-nine contributors, twenty do not believe in

agnostic.

Of

or are

H. Auden, Marianne
tbeir belief in God in an

the remaining nine, only four^—W.

Moore, Jacques Maritain, and Allen Tate— state
unambiguous way.
Alfred Kazin has great respect for wnat ne calls the "religious consciousness" but cannot bend his own consciousness "to the authority of
any organized rehgion." Wilham Barrett cannot tolerate dogma but lays
claim to a sudden Leibnitzian conversion. Dwight MacDonald is wilhng
to grant the existence of God "as a working hypothesis."
Henry Bamford
Parkes beheves in God but will have no truck with dogma. For Robert

Gorham

God

Davis,

exists,

but as a psychic projection of the individual

ego.

By

this time

my own

readers can be forgiven

the purposes of the symposium.
contributors' beliefs.

It

was

Its

object

to solicit their

if

they have lost track of

was not

to take a poll of the
opinions on the admitted trend

towards religion among intellectuals. Now, since the overwhelming maaUhough having no rehgious beliefs, will want
to retain their reputation as intellectuals, it will be their temptation either
to presume that those who have been converted are not intellectuals, or to
invent techniques to explain away the alleged renascence of religion.
To these alternatives most of the contributors have acquiesced. One
of the most persistent innuendoes in the symposium is that intelligence and
Christianity are incompatibles. Mr. Douglas Knight, in a searching critique
of "Religion and the Intellectuals" (Sewanee Review, Autumn, 1950), was
quick to recognize that many of the contributors "have in common the implicit conviction that there is a kind of logical treachery
involved in
being an 'intellectual' and a religious man at the same time." When A. J.
Ayer says that religion is intellectually condemned because its account of
the world is unscientific, or when Philip Rahv says that belief in God is
not the leading motive in the "back-to-religion movement" (the expression
is Mr. Rahv's), we have the bleak assurance that some intellectuals can
be intellectually unprepossessing.
The strategies invented to explain away the "new turn toward religion" are always interesting and sometimes droll. It is, we are assured, a
passing phenomenon, a "puff of the Zeitgeist." It was brought about
chiefly through panic, a "failure of intellectual nerve" following in the
wake of the temporary embarrassment of science. It is a kind of infantilism,
a "hunt for the father," an obscure nostalgia for the "conditions of the
jority of the contributors,

•

womb.

.

.

"

With men

of letters the case

is

somewhat

different.

Many

of

them

have turned to myth—which, thanks to a marriage of convenience between
anthropology and psychoanalysis, is now equated with religion— for a
much-needed stimulus to inspiration. Myth, having acquired a new prestige, has become the marijuana of the muses.
Mr. James Agee, however,
has recourse to a more original stratagem. "I suggest," he says solemnly.
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may be

a pKase roughly equivalent to menopause during wnicK
He hastens to add that "there is
no room to discuss the matter here.
Mr. Agee's "suggestion" lacks the sweeping simphcity of Mr. Sidney
Hook's "failure of nerve." The Agee formula accounts for the conversion
"that tKere

men

are especially liable to conversion."
"

How is he to account for the
of only middle-aged male "intellectuals."
conversion of younger men like Merton, the poet, and Simon, the psychiatrist? The fact that they were both twenty-six years old at the time of their
conversion ought to set the Agee brain spinning on some theory of numbers.
It

all

would

require a book almost as large as the

the gratuitous assertions, illogical inferences,

which

are to be found in these articles.

If

symposium itself to air
and semantic trickeries

the reader were to isolate those

passages which concern Catholicism the resultant mosaic would be an
unrecognizable caricature. The truth is that many of these intellectuals
have not seriously examined Christianity. R. P. Blackmur, whose practice
as a literary critic is one of the utmost scrupulosity, actually invents a religion

which has existence only

in his

own mind. He

criticizes all histori-

but there can be no valid criticism
when the norm itself is a fiction. The notion of God is no paltry thing, and
the man who can ransack dictionaries, encyclopedias, and sundry books of
reference to explain fully Emily Dickinson's use of the word "phosphor
could be expected to give a less cursory examination to the "Name which
"In our time," says Mr. Blackmur, "we call what we
is above all names."
do not believe supernatural, but most people who take to it do not bother
about belief at all." The expense of criticism has been even greater than
Mr. Blackmur imagines.
It would be possible to assemble a canon of sacred scriptures from the
w^orks most frequently quoted in the symposium. The canon would include
Frazer's Golden Bough, Freud's Totemism and Tahoo, Lea's History of the
cal religions against his preconception,

"

Medieval Inquisition, William James's Varieties of Religious Experience,
Ernest Troeltsch's The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches, and
assorted readings from John Dewey. St. Thomas Aquinas is referred to
and
several times, once in connection with his "clear if defective reasons,
once in connection with Dante's supposedly heretical concept of the resur"

rection of the body.

Now, I submit that religion in general, and Catholicism in particular,
not well served by these "classic" authors. Indeed, the whole notion of
European culture and our indebtedness to it could not possibly be grasped
by a study of men whose whole mental outlook has been shaped in a postChristian environment. If Christian religion and culture are viewed through
is

which emerges will be a travesty of the
myth rather than a reality which many of

these alien eyes the composite idea
real thing.

And

it is,

in fact, a

these intellectuals oppose.

had a more

One

cannot say that these

the discovery.

But they would

at least

critics,

even

if

they

would place a high value on
be able to avoid the charge which

objective picture of Christianity,

Religion, Culture, and Intelligence

can

now be

justly leveled against

them^that

5

of being irresponsible intel-

lectuals.

The symposium,
representative of the

can be

little

hope

then,

is

American

of that

a very depressing document.
intellectual's attitude

toward

If it is at all

religion, there

rapprochement between intellectual and religious

elements in our society which we had anticipated. There is, however, the
suspicion that the symposium is not really representative, and that the
editors of the Partisan Review extended their chief hospitality to those
writers who would most zealously reason away "the ne^v turn to religion.
It is certainly true that, despite all their zeal, the stubborn reality remains.
It needs no such evidence as that which we have been reviewing to
remind Catholic intellectuals that their voice is unheard or unregarded in
"

American academic

circles.

The

fact that the superficial

documentation of

by those whose
knowledge of Western history and thought ought to have been more discerning is proof enough that Catholicism— even as an idea or a cultural
force'—is not seriously regarded by many who consider themselves intellectuals. The naivete of American scholarship in the matter of Christian
culture needs to be redeemed, and the agents of this redemption must be
cannot afford to dwell in a catecumarticulate Catholic intellectuals.
bal solitude or to lament in isolation the ignorance we have done so little
to dissipate. W^e need to cultivate more strenuously the life of the mind
and to bring the rich resources of Christian culture into the foreground of
American life.
a Blanshard can be accepted as "scientific" and "scholarly

"

We

If, as many observers believe, the hegemony of W^estern culture is
being thrust upon the United States, Catholic intellectuals cannot supinely
acquiesce to a state of affairs in which those who are to be the protagonists
in the drama for the preservation of W^estern culture are indifferent or
hostile to the Faith which has been the greatest single vital force in the
creation of that culture. Hitherto Catholics in the United States have had
but a limited awareness of their cultural responsibilities. All sorts of attempts have been made to justify our lassitude in artistic creation, and the
arguments advanced have not been without a certain cogency.
But even the most cogent of them^-relative closeness to immigrant ori-

gins, polylingual ancestry, inferior

economic position, the necessarily prag-

matic aims of a pioneering educational systems-have for some time ceased
to be impressive. W^e live and we prosper, and already an enervated Europe is casting half-hopeful, half-quizzical glances in our direction. Whatever the cause, it is impossible to ignore the impression, often recorded by
European observers, that American Catholicism has an endemic suspicion
of literature, that we are somehow implicated in a psychological Jansenism,
and that our dealings vv^ith art and artists are hampered by an obvious
malaise. This is not to deny to the arts their power of hypnosis or seduction. There is abundant proof that Satan has used the refinements of art
in his perverse apostolate. But this is only to confess that artists need to
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tlie aegis of the Holy Spirit, and tKat a complete literary critigive comfort
cism needs the precisions of philosophy and theology.

work under

We

to the secularists

when we decamp

or refuse to parley.

I am well aware that literature and art are but two aspects of cultural
and that rehgious values have primacy over them. If, then, in order to
effect the higher spiritual purposes of the Christian Faith these two cultural
values had to be sacrificed, I should be content. As Mauriac reminds us,
"Truth can get along without men of letters." But I am not convinced of

hfe.

If truth can get along without letters,
can get along better in their company. Some time ago, Evelyn Waugh,
in a -widely discussed article which appeared in Life magazine, noted the
relative absence of Catholic writers in the United States. But this did not
disconcert him. "Writers," he said, "merely decorate." Such a statement
seems to me petty and perverse. Homer and Dante, Cervantes and Dostoevski, do not decorate merely. They focus a vision of a race or culture;
they give a people knowledge of itself; and sometimes they give civilization

the necessity of this harsh bargain.
it

a

new direction or dimension.
W^hen writers merely decorate we

get, at best,

something

like

a Pope

Horace Walpole. America
does not need litterateurs, but artists. And Catholic America needs artists
whose rich cultural heritage so profoundly infuses their work that even the
most opaque mind cannot resist its splendor. There is, then, a cultural
apostolate awaiting the young intellectuals of our day and country. Those
whose gifts, scholarship and intelligence^fructified from w^ithin by the
action of the Holy Spirit-— qualify to engage in this adventure must be ready
to jettison those values and reject those prizes so prodigally advertised and
awarded by a materialist society. Then a day may come when no symposium will be needed either to explain or explain away the alliance between intelligence and religion or between religion and culture. It is the
schism between them which is the true anomaly; it is the non-believing
or a LaFontaine; at worst, something like a

intellectual

who

ST.

is

the genuine eccentric.

JUSTIN

'

^^^J

h Carl Merschel

Inchon Conversation
• By

Roger Jobson

J.

TKis is wKat sKe told me
Standing alone
Between a gutted house

and

great long rocks.

The

house, she pointed

the Chinese burned that day
While the noble line of rocks

Protected her.

For

my

son they searched

They found him out
He was a spy for you.
I

heard them saying

They were to take him
The four of them.
They called to him once
To come out and surrender
But in the awful silence
The house burned
and the flames
Forced him out.

He ran for that mountain
But they were four
and faster.
This

She

And
and

is

what

the old

woman

said

said they tied back his arms

paused
thrust four bright bayonets

Into his back.

She

said

it

happened

In the winter

When

the rice froze

in furrowed paddies

W^hen

there were

For kindling.

no more

trees

-

On Considering tlte
Double Blaspltemy
• Carl Merschel
God, the supreme Artist, has communicated artistic causality to
men, so that they can now make things and shape events to the
image and likeness of their own ideas. The marriage of man's
intelligence and will with the material world and the natural forces
with which he is surrounded becomes a fruitful union, and from
them is generated a culture.

(From The Dignity of Man, a Statement of the Bishops of the United

A

TRADITIONAL evaluation

of the role of the artist

States)

and tKe mean-

may be reduced to tKree points. In tKe first place, tke
artist is for St. Thomas the finite image of God as Creator'--God
being by definition the One who can make something out of nothing, and
man the creature who can malce something out of anything. Secondly, the
artist is in partnership w^ith the material in which he w^orks, and why he is
ing of art

in partnership

what

follows.

(if it is

not obvious from the above) will be established from

Thirdly, there has always been a kind of class distinction*—

even class warfare—between artists w^ho work with words like the poet or
with concepts like the philosopher, and the architect, the sculptor and the
painter. Not strangely, it is to this fact that much of the misunderstanding
about art today may be attributed. \Ve have made art something apart
from intellectual concerns, emphasizing everything about the artist except
his intellectual responsibility. For us, art has nothing to do with the work
of making something to be used and enjoyed because it is useful and
necessary to the business of being a human being; art is in the province of
aesthetics, or the "feelings" possible only to those who can endow museums
or those reftned enough to be endowed to embalm their contents.
How we arrived at this state of affairs may be historically traced to the
pessimistic side of our nature and the way this has been spelled out in
philosophy and religion. Let me give but one example. If you undertake
to make a set of Stations of the Cross it is necessary that your panels represent the scenes of the Passion, but the exact degree of representation, of
"photographic" accuracy, of anatomical exactitude required or desirable^It will be sufficient to notice
these things are impossible to determine.
that the degree of representation will be in exactly inverse proportion to the
religious ferver of the artist or his epoch. There can be no doubt w^hatever
that portraiture and naturalistic painting, sculpture and music are always
found concurrently with the decay of dogmatic religion. Our really morbid
interest in and enthusiasm for the imitation of natural effects is always the
accompaniment of a decay in interest and enthusiasm for divine truth. All

8
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ages and nations witness to this fact. Naturalism has always and everywhere been the sign of rehgious decay. Is it not disconcerting, however,
that Cathohcs fail to read the handwriting on the wall, and comfily damn
the "godless naturalism" of Rousseau and Dewey in philosophy and edu-

The
cation while accepting the prevailing naturalism of religious art?
achievements of ancient Greece in her dying phase, and the achievements
Renascence, glorious as they may appear, have had a
For the religious
the world which admires them.
quality in those works (we are not referring to their subject matter, but to
their intrinsic quality), which they inherited from their predecessors, is not
the quality for which they were immediately found admirable. They were
admired, and are still admired, for the completeness with which they made
of

what we

poisonous

call the

upon

effect

the conquest of all that
athletic

humanism,

theatre, they reflect

is

external to nature, for the perfection of their
with which, like clever comedians in a

for the success

and enshrine man's admiration of himself. The history
been a faithful reflection of the progress of

of art since the 16th century has
this rake's

world of ours from one

Thus any

infidelity to another.

is forced to have mixed emoRenascence as well as ancient Greece. It is

outside the literary field

artist

tions towards the Plato of the

not a question of his (Plato's) relegating artisans-— sculptors, painters, and
such'—to an inferior caste from the philosophers and literary critics like
himself. After all, he sent Homer and the other poets completely outside
the confines of the Republic. Rather, what has caused all the difficulty is

was himself a consummate literary artist, and one at
manipulation of words as the menials who built
every
least as skilled in
the Parthenon. The success of the Dialogues has been mischievous on
two counts. Not only were their author's ideas decisively insinuated into

the fact that Plato

Near Eastern and Western thought, but it was
any group of amateurs like that which patronized him
during the Italian Renascence, who fulfilled in one man our current myth
of the literary personality and the historian of ideas as the crown of civilization. I would add that Plato did fancy himself as more than that, in fact,
as a saviour. (Christ, we might further add, was a carpenter who never
bothered to v^rite a line himself which has been preserved.) Nevertheless,
Plato was enough a product of the inheritance he ultimately spurned to
admit and emphasize the kinship between literature and the other arts, as
well as ethics, when he asks
the history of all later
Plato, long before

make a man more eloquent? {Protagoras, 512)
on the best when he speaks ... is just like any
You have only to look for example, at the painters, the

Afcout wliat does tKe sopKist

The good man, wko
other craftsman.
builders.

This attitude
St.

Thomas

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

is

intent

(Gorgios, 505)

important because of what St. Denis the Areopagite and

are able to develop with

it later.

On the other hand we do

find

that the earliest recorded Christian attitudes outside the Gospel are far
too permeated with Greek idealism for comfort. The influence of philoso-
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rather than the Jewish prohibition on images exerted more and more
influence as the Hellenistic East was Christianized. Plato's greatest follower, Plotinus, who influenced St. Denis and Christian Neoplatonism,

pKy

refused to allow his portrait to be painted.
Is it

Do

not enougK to carry about this image in whick nature Has enclosecl us?
really think I must also consent to leave, as a aesirable spectacle to

you

posterity,

an image

of the

image?

In the apocryphal Acts of St. John w^e find how one of his converts secretly
had an artist paint his portrait. The initial reaction of the Saint, who had

never seen himself in a mirror
Can

it

be one

of your gods

is

is

obviously that of Jewish tradition:

painted here? for

see that

I

you are

still

Irving

in the heathen fashion.

But when he had been shown himself in a mirror, the author of
could not refrain from making him the image of Plotinus:
"As

the Lord Jesus Christ hveth, the portrait

like

is

me; yet not

like

me,

this:

piece

child,

has imitated my face,
desires to draw my real self in a portrait, he must be at a loss, and will need
more than the pigments such as he has given you here."

but

like

my

fleshly image.

For

if

this painter,

who

important not to overlook the fact that in these examples a portrait is
thought of as an imitation of its subject rather than a new thing or another
way of realizing a subject. So the Dominican mystic Eckhart confounds
the artist with a mirror:
It is

"Any face thrown on a mirror is, willy-nilly, imaged therein. But its nature
does not appear in the looking-glass image.
looks are not my nature,
."
they are the accidents of nature. .
.

.

.

My

.

Furthermore, this general attitude, as might be expected from the study of
Plato's origins, is repeated over and over in Indian literature and philosophy. If it had been left to this tradition as it flowed into Christian cultures,
there probably would have been no Romanesque or Gothic art as we enjoy
them.
How^ deep the application of the principles involved may be
judged from a certain Bishop Austerius around 540:
"Paint not Christ, for the one htmiility of his Incarnation which for our sake
voluntarily accepted is enough."

He

So Our Lord in His very Incarnation w^as merely another Platonic "copy of
a copy." This attitude, of course, proved immediately unworkable not
only from the point of view of metaphysics and psychology, but the liturgy
and mere common sense. Thus St. Thomas distinguishes how in the Old
Testament no corporeal image could be raised to the true God Himself,
since He is incorporeal; but because in the New Testament God was made
man. He can and must be adored in his corporeal image.
"Philip, he

Now
Eastern

who

sees

as everyone

Me,

is

Roman Empire

sees the Father."

generally aware the
(joint heirs of

Mohammedan

world and the

Platonism) are responsible for a

On
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great deal of activity directed against tKe manufacture of images.

no longer generally appreciated

is

the depth

and subtlety

What

is

of the reasoning

Too many

are now satisfied to think that these people had no
any feehng for sculpture and painting. But the exact
opposite is true. Being of an heretical, that is to say of an untraditional
and inhuman state of mind, both Byzantine Emperors and Moslem Judges
were far too sensitive about these things. Regarding iconoclasm in Constantinople, there was the dread of matter and human nature which even
refused to accept the Incarnation of Christ on occasion because it meant
that a Divine Person was involved with a material body, and one has only
to catalogue the heresies of the Eastern Roman Empire to demonstrate this.
For if Christ had redeemed the earth and reemphasized the dignity of
labor in the carpenter shop at Nazareth, it would be necessary to make
different social arrangements, such as the redistribution of property which
was preached by all the great Fathers of the Church. What the scholastic
approach to art imphes is the unique responsibihty of each man toward
his work, which is the same as saying that each man is a certain kind of
artist and not a galley slave.
To put this in another way, an artist is not
so much to copy the works of God as a camera shutter does'—mechanically,
but the artist is to copy the way God works on a finite scale. For St.
Thomas, the Trinity Itself is paralleled and described in these terms: The
Father is like the human artist who works through the idea of what he is
making in his mind, which is like God the Son (the Logos); and love flows
between the artist and his w^ork even as the Holy Ghost proceeds from
the Father and the Son.
Consequently, human work of any sort is a
symbol of the Procession, the very life of the Trinity, the Creation of the
World, the Incarnation, and Redemption. And in any normal society
there can be no distinction based on snobbery and class between what we
call the fine arts, or planting a tree; to make bread and wine should be held

involved.

interest nor possessed

inseparable from the offering of Mass itself, for neither thing is possible
without the other and both are to be referred back to God. The Christian
concept of humility was based on the poorest and most "servile" occupations, and pride is first looked after in the most noble realms like philosophy
and literature by the Saint Jeromes and the Augustines; such was the
conviction gained from both faith and experience. There can be no distinction in nature but only one of function between the poet with words
and the poet with paints or stone and clay. Christian humanism scorned
the attitudes which hardened into the Moslem hatred of plastic images
because words in themselves are verbal images and the two kinds of
artistry stand in the same relationship to the theology of creation. The only
thing, then, to which art will be bound is the free will and mystery of each
human personality. St. Paul charges us with the fact that we are God's
co-adjutors, which is to say that by the gift of free will man is capable of
bringing order into creation on his own account: or in terms of art, there
now is a certain order to the block of stone which Michelangelo made into
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his

Moses

was not

tliat

there before,

and he

is

responsible for

of pure rehgion, St. Francis achieved a moral order in his life

it;

in terms

which was

not there before his conscious living of the Gospel.
That the artist is not necessarily one who accomplishes himself as a
moral masterpiece is as well know^n as the fact that so many Saints had
the most wretched taste in their choice of statues
real tragedy, the tragedy

which

and

affects the future of all

painting.

Yet the

concerned,

is how^
taken for granted that the situation cannot be otherwise.
forget
that the great bulk of canonized Saints had excellent taste and even preferred "black" Madonnas and the crudities of Romanesque sculpture. No,
we ourselves are worse than the Byzantine Emperors who smashed sculp-

We

it is

Mohammedans who

ture or the

decided to

let it

alone from the

start.

We

and attempt to violate its natural beauty in
our notions of Art. Anything which has to do with illusion

take every kind of material

order to flatter

and the concealment
paint
the
that

name
it

of the natural properties of a material like stone or

applauded; nor will

speak of the unspeakable frauds permitted in
thing we ask of a magazine cover is
be as neat and tidy and as much unlike the "wild" brushw^ork of

is

of architecture.

people like

Yet

Van Gogh

I

The one

as possible.

approach is inconsistent with not only the facts of the Universe as such, but the way a human being actually functions as an artist.
It cannot be repeated too often that a statue like Michelangelo's Moses is a
stone man in the sense that he exists in stone, a conception only proper to
a particular kind of stone, as if God had made the person Moses in stone
rather than flesh and blood.
St. Thomas never tires of pointing out the
distinction that the thing made by an artist must be like the model according to the form, not the mode of being. For sometimes the form has being
of another kind in the model from that which it has in the thing modelled.
Thus the form of a house has in the mind of the architect immaterial and
intelligible being; but the house that exists as a house can only be built
outside his mind, can only have material and sensible being. And if the
artist should attempt to use the materials of painting or sculpture in such
a way as to conceal the fact that what he makes has necessarily this other
kind of being apart from his natural models, he is guilty of a double
blasphemy. In the first place, he denies the goodness of paint as paint, or
the beauty of wood as "wood, ivory as ivory, of stained glass as the windows
of Chartres
in the second place, he fails to appreciate or respond to
his innate ability as a human being to bring into the world the new kind
of beauty which is different from the beauty of nature even when working
with the materials it provides. So St. John Damascene points out that
men are said to be made in God's image^-and precisely as this image
implies an intelligent being endowed with free-will and self-movement.
Man is God's finite image inasmuch as he has free will and can control his
actions as his own, which is the same as saying he can be an artist, a saint
this

.

^-or both!

.

.

And

;

the business of art

is

the

common

business of

mankind

as

On

Considering the Double Blasphemy
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artist is not a special kind of man, in the way Eric Gill put
but every man is a special kind of artist.
Yet tKere is a certain full measure of mystery and intuition wnicn

mankind; tKe
it,

attaches to tKe

work

of cutting stones into statues

and making paint

into

something even more to be noticed in these things for St.
Thomas, for instance, than the work of writing philosophy itself. For God
provides for everything according to the capacity of its nature, and it is
natural to man to grasp intellectual truths through sensible objects because
all our knowledge originates from sense data.
So in the Bible spiritual
truths are taught by their comparison with or expression in material things.
Spiritual truths must be presented by means of figures taken from corporeal things if only that those who are unable to grasp intellectual truths
by themselves may be able to understand, and religion has to do with the
whole man, being ever dissatisfied w^ith only a part of man like the intellect,
the will, or the emotions. Like the other arts, poetry makes use of metaphors to produce its own kind of representation or image, and it is natural
for us to be pleased by it.
But St. Thomas is careful to emphasize that
sacred doctrine makes use of metaphors as both necessary and use/u?.—what
a difference from our attitude towards art and ornament as whipped cream
and frosting] Furthermore, the so-called rays of divine revelation are never
extinguished by the sensible imagery in which they are veiled. The truth
cannot allow the minds of those to whom revelation has been made to
rest in metaphors, but the metaphor raises them to further knowledge;
otherwise, criticize Christ not only for the parables he spoke but the parapictures; there

is

bles of his actions

and

miracles.

we inherit from Greek philosophy goes that the
higher creatures are, the nearer they approach to a divine likeness. Thus,
if any creature is taken to represent God, this representation should be
taken from the so called higher creatures, and not from the lower; yet the
Bible prefers to use comparisons which depend on "low^er" creatures, lambs
and bulls and mustard seeds, unlike the Greek athletes who fascinated
Still

the old argument

Plato.

Therefore Christian art has followed the tradition that
that divine truths should be

expounded under the

it is

more

fitting

figure of less noble

of noble bodies; for instance, the mystery of being pope

than

made clear when
this way St. Denis
is

In
is called a rock on which Christ can build.
us men's minds are the better preserved from error, and certainly Peter
could have no illusions of himself as a philosopher-king sitting on the

Peter
tells

clouds of philosophy. For it is clear that these things are not literal descriptions of divine truths, which might be open to doubt or confusion if
expressed under the figure of nobler bodies, especially for those who can
think of nothing nobler than bodies. Finally, we must remember that the
use of symbols and the understanding of all things as symbolic of God and
representing Him in the world of time is most befitting of the knowledge
we have of God in this life. For what He is not is clearer to us than what
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He is, and so images drawn from things rartnest away from God form
witKin us a truer estimate tKat God is above whatsoever we may say or
think of Him. This is true even if we consider the profound impact of the
Incarnation^-that if the Son of God could submit to these limitations, who
are we to act as if they did not exist? Or isn't there something more profound in a helpless child in the cave at Bethlehem, or a poor carpenter
mutilated and stretched on the cross, than in some bouncing Apollo or
Mars?
do with the mystery and potential hohness of the
who are fortunate in being
part of what is bottled and sold today as "culture." As we have progressed
in scientific and industrial development these last few centuries, so we will

Art then has

human community

to

as such, not with the few^

eventually recapture the spirit of the

arts.

Soon theory and speculation

for

the sake of speculation will be again reduced to the importance they merit,

and we

will consider again the value that rests in the

materials of students

and masters

in all fields.

It

work with actual

will be, as one writer

pointed out, the victory of the professional over the amateur.

The Cat
• August Kadow
The

cat leaps to the

windowpane and

stares:

something the night reveals and only he
clearly perceives beneath the pointing stars
discolors the brown grass with browner hue.

Along
till

his

back the

fur creeps

and grows

tall

in their grassed frustration, the curved claw,

the curled anticipation of the

tail

leap towards the revelation and the clue.

The

thin domestication of the glass

muscled purpose where it leaps
but leaves the cat still trembling from the loss:
the answered question that his body shapes.
closes his

Itawcrence Before Datnaseus
• By Stephen Morris
Cities pose problems
Like Feisal's cannot
Of malice, cunning,
Can hold variety of

Surpassing England

tKat a low-dunecl brain

cope with. This rich store
hatred and von Sanders
treacheries
s.

bias, twist of

mosque
nap

They

course

Loolc at the scorched

Without

interpreters'

Before the

To a

roll of

spun

thought.

trip its

deflected tangent.

Observe the dancing fountains through a veiled
Shun orchards, waving colors in the heat.
Peach, pear, the watered flower of the eye.
The tear shaped hands of women. Avert from all
Mistrust.

Respect, observance, love, the sense of hope.

These are

Wishes

my

foes for

I

have built on them

of structure, solid masonry.

Lovingly troweled from danger, adzed from death.
They see the plumb obliquely, shrug at lines
That arrow clarity from point to point
But will sway ever from the amber chord

Of

principle.

The
Nor
Nor
Nor
Nor

time is noon, my heart beats midnight
am I equal to my dum-dum past
am I equal to the men I've slain
am I equal to the men I've led.
am I equal to the battlements:

plain.

Geysering sand from upflung, splintered rails.
Cars sighing, rising, to a thorough crash.
Metal on steel and tinkling, speckled glass.
Screams and the Turks erupting down the slope
Of general anguish, our Brownings, sweating smoke.
Stitching a whistled hatred cross their chests^bravest, hot-haired men I ever slew.

The

Those days

lose profile, vaguen, rapture held

In the coiled sorrow that I call my brain,
Box of a fractured goal and sick of all

This

silly, silly, silly, sly

Destruction.
13
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I

am

For many years

I

old and tired.
had pinned wisK

to fact.

Extracting promise from a leaf, a wind.
The stubborn bloom of accidental spring,

A cloud's lateen

across a darkened plain.
upheld their wished-for, tattered flag
Of Araby, on promises and hes.
I had beheved in it and meant each word,
Parcelhng reason from a tilted scale
With crooked labels on each cunning weight.
Saying "I weigh it well before I dole
To Feisal, freedom out of promise, life from pain.
Design from mist and the brave steel frame
Of honor, manliness into a pleated flag

For

Of

I

state."
I

am

men of hire
men who work for pay.

betrayed by

Men of the City,
And I am dust of dust and nothing worth.
And I am worse than dust and nothing worth.
And I have tricked the men who bore with me
Uncommon bombfire,
Skull of the

splitting death, the cracked

mine and grimace

of the

dead

Smiling at danger, joking while they bled
Honor on sand which had a hungry throat.
I could withstand much else but may not bear
The hopeless fervor of a dying Kurd,
Trickling courage on an island dune
To mount rear guard and die while we fled on
Into the hills, away, from that vast haze
Of coughing nightmare. Our camels wept for him
And did not sleep the night, chafed at the ropes

And

raised their troubled eyelids to the stars.

matters that I follow Paul,
Bringing hope's bugle into such a town.

It little

Grown old in wisdom, murder and the stroke
Of wavy blades into the ribs of thought.
The decade now is safe. England remains
England and

On

I

have carried her

a bent back up to a fair plateau
Again and planted there her vexed sign.
Past the bleached bones of riddled policy
Unto this prospect seen by all the world,
\Vhich listens, listens, while a fountain plans
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listens for the heart

To falter, waits for sweat to stand
Out on the Saxon brow, waits for hand
To flinch from muzzle, jacket jam, breech
Again
It is

burst,

or ever, for the desert waits.

time's sister

and

it

always waits.

We can go on again our ancient way.
By
As

Drake

route of Hawkins, Nelson,

or such

burst their buttons from stout energies.

Bully ribbed men, the heirs of John of Gaunt.
But I am spent and can make little more.
Nor have I fiber still to dare again
This ebon barratry. Time will hold
decade till eruptions smoke again
And England hold this outpost yet awhile
And England be a roar across the world
Before which banners waver, armies stand

A

Muffled and the great lords of
Its

vast

else

and steady overmastery.

Pause quiet while our island home
will go into this white city

I

And
And

break his sword and

LAWRENCE

ogist, writer,

tnown

the Allies in

tlie

shines

now

take from Sanders his surrenderies

My war

IT. E.

still

as

is

won

tell

him

to

go home.

but what has vanquished

(Arah name.

EL ORENS).

LAWRENCE OF

near East in ^Vo^la

Wor

i888-l935, English guerilla

ARABIA.
I

me?

British,

in fight against the

leader of

Arah

soldier,

archeol-

guerilla forces for

Germano-Turhish

forces, directed

LYMAN VON SANDERS from Damascus. LAWRENCE was author
SEVEN PILLARS OF WISDOM, an account of the Arab Revolt, whose ultimate aim,

by German General
of

the creation of

an independent Arab

state,

was

to fail.

DAMASCUS,

an ancient city, capital of Syria. It ivas the conquest of this city, folloxving the
Mecca and Medina, which formally won the Arab War. LAWRENCE, FEISAL
and ALLENBY, commanding regular British forces, entered it at approximately the same time.
capture of

FEISAL

I,

1885-1933, King of Iraq, 1921-1933.

Arab

leader of the revolt in concert with

Lawrence.
Fighting in the revolt occurred in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Trans Jordon
of the

Near

East.
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The Came Mutiny Issue
and Shakespeare
• Brother Cormac
''-piHE

Philip, F.S.C.

CAINE MUTINY COURT MARTIAL." now

pacity audiences at the Plymouth, has aroused

I!drama

playing to ca-

more than

just the

For this is a thesis play, and the point it makes, that
authority must always be obeyed, no matter how intolerable, Tjnworthy, or
inefficient the holder of authority, is one that, given the cultural climate of
critics.

our time, is bound to provoke prolonged discussion. Since the play opened,
two such distinguished non-dramatic commentators as Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr. and Hanson Baldwin have had their say about the issue raised by
Herman Wouk—Mr. Schlesinger in his weekend column in The New York
Post and Mr. Baldwin in The New York Times Magazine.
Not surprisingly, Mr. Schlesinger strongly disagrees with the Wouk
argument, which he considers indefensible on rational grounds, no matter
what its theatrical effectiveness. With an added touch that surely smacks
a bit of "ritualistic liberalism." Mr. Schlesinger indicts the "moral" of the
This, because in Mr. Schlesinger s
play as "dramatic McCarthyism."
view, Mr.

Wouk

makes the

who

intellectual, Lt. Keefer. the real villain of the

Maryk and

seduces him into leading
Mr. Schlesinger makes the further
inevitable observation about the "evil images" the "McCarthy-Jenner
gallery" makes of intellectuals.
Mr. Baldwin makes a more moderate examination of the dilemma
raised by the plight of the Caine. He thinks the author, in the person of
Lt. Greenwald, the Jewish lav^^er who first successfully defends Lt. Maryk
against the charge of mutiny but after court gives his real view of the case,
is guilty of a dangerous generalization in the way he sees the principle of
unquestioning obedience. Following Greenwald's reasoning. Hitler's officers, too, could have been excused on the grounds of their submission to
Mr. Baldwin recognizes the possibility of disconstituted authority.
obedience to authority^-but only "as a last and emergency recourse when

piece.

It is

Keefer

corrupts Lt.

the mutiny against Captain Queeg.

all

other avenues are closed."

by Mr. Wouk's novel and play has, of course, been
Since he touched on practically
every issue of importance to thinking men, it is not surprising that W^illiam
Shakespeare had much to say on authority, on liberty vs. authority, on
obedience, and more specifically, on the question of deposing a superior
officer. In the profoundest sense. King Lear is a play about authority, and
one recalls the mad king's terrible question and answer to the blind

The

issue raised

raised before,

Gloucester:

and

in the theatre, too.

Caine Mutiny Issue and Shakespeare
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Kast seen a farmer's dog bark at a beggar?"

sir."

There thou mightst behold the great

the creature run from the cur?

image of authority: a dog's obeyed

in office."

(Act IV, scene

vi.)

Or

tKe excnange between Malcolm, the rightful heir to Scotland's
which Macbeth has usurped, and MacDuff on the question of kingship. In a test of MacDuff's loyalty to him, Malcolm has falsely confessed
to the commission of innumerable crimes, has emphasized that he has none
of the "king-becoming graces, and concludes his condemnation of himself:

throne,

"

"... Nay, had I power, I should
Pour the sweet milk of concord into hell.
Uproar the universal peace, confound
All unity on earth."

Then Malcolm

adds,
be fit to govern, speak:
have spoken."

"If such a one
I

MacDuff's reply

is

am

as

I

characteristically honest, including as

forthright statement that he

would not

serve such a king as

it

does the

Malcolm has

described himself:
"Fit to governi

Fare thee well I
No, not to live.
These evils thou repeat 'st upon thyself
.

.

.

Have banished me from

Scotland."

But the most striking parallel in Shakespeare to The Caine Mutiny
Court Martial is his Richard II. As Lily Campbell in her Shakespeare's
"Histories": Mirror of Elizabethan Policy detailedly makes clear, there was
surely in the London of late 1595 a "Richard II issue": "May there be a
mutiny against a king? And under certain circumstances, may a king be
In New York of 1954, Mr.
legitimately deposed, by force, if necessary?
Wouk asks (here in Hanson Baldwin's words): "Do psychopathic skippers,
as absolute monarchs, reign supreme over their tiny floating worlds bounded
only by an immensity of sea and sky. responsive only to their own subjecIn London of 1595 Shakespeare asked. Does a psychopathic
tive whims?
king, living in a fantasy world, "not born to sue, but to command," reign
this other-Eden, demi-paradise.
supreme over "this scepter'd isle.
confident that, in his own words, "God for His Richard hath in heavenly
'

"

"

.

.

.

"

pay a glorious angel?
Mr. Wouk's answer is yes. Shakespeare's answer is no. Mr. Wouk
gives his answer directly, even crudely and unsubtly, in a jarring denouement after seemingly saying just the opposite throughout the court-martial
scene itself. Shakespeare, the supreme artist, gives his answer in the entire
fabric of the play. If we may make the distinction between Shakespeare
the poet and Shakespeare the playwTight, between the seer who wrote for
the ruminative reader and the dramatist who wrote for the enchanted playgoer, perhaps we should say it is the poet who gives the answer more than
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who

Maurice Evans as Richard
can appreciate how the emotional
impact of the drama seen and heard might cloud the sharper issues raised.
If the issue of The Caine Mutiny has a pertinence for our time, the
issue of Richard II had an even greater pertinence for the intellectual and
political climate of Shakespeare's day, with its undercurrent of rebellion
against Elizabeth, culminating in the abortive attempt of Essex to seize the
throne, for which he was executed as a traitor. There is evidence that the
subject of Richard II was a sore one with the Queen. In the first years of
the play's performance the scene in Act IV where Richard gives his crown

The

the playwright.

millions

recently saw^

in the television performance of the play

and

sceptre to Bolingbrolce

was

deleted.

To

say that Shakespeare gave his answer in favor of deposition is not
to ignore the fact that the doctrine of the divine right of kings is clearly
stated early in the play by John of Gaunt, Richard's uncle, the same old
noble who, ironically enough, scathingly denounces the king to his face.

when the Duchess of Gloucester, Gaunt's widowed sister-in-law,
pleads with the old man to revenge the death of her husband and his
brother. Gaunt answers:
Yet

"God's is tKe quarrel; for God'g sutstitule.
His deputy anointed in His signt,
Hatk caused Kis death: the which if wrongfully,
Let heaven revenge; for I may never hft
An angry arm against His minister." (Act I, scene

Even more

direct

is

ii.)

the pronouncement of the bishop,

the regal throne.

"

when

Bolingbroke announces, "In God's name,
The bishop asks.

latter part of the play,

"What subject can give sentence on his
And who sits here that is not Richard's
And shall the figure of God's majesty,

I'll

in the

ascend

king?
subject?

His captain, steward, deputy elect,
Anointed, crowned, planted many years.
Be judg'd by subject and inferior breath.
And he himself not present?" (Act IV, scene

.

.

.

i.)

Despite the attention Shakespeare gives throughout the play to the
doctrine of divine right (the foregoing examples are only two passages of
there are three circumstances that justify the implication that
Shakespeare's ultimate decision is in favor of deposition and a justification
The first circumstance is the
of Bolingbroke's ascent to kingly power.
of "the plate, coin, revenues
seizure
of
Richard's
highly despicable nature

many)

and moveables" left by the dead Gaunt, and which now are rightfully the
banished Bolingbroke's, Gaunt's son. Richard needs the revenue to wage
his Irish wars. The second circumstance is that Bolingbroke, back from
banishment and with the other rebellious lords in his following, at first
wants only what is rightfully his: "My gracious lord, I come but for mine
own." But Richard, with the neurotic's compulsion to self-torture, abjectly
surrenders

all in his reply:

"Your own

is

yours,

and

I

am

yours,

and

all.

should be interjected here, as Harold Goddard in The Meaning of
Shakespeare notes, that though Shakespeare "riddles with scorn" the efIt
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feminate and debased form Richard makes of the divine right doctrine, he
on the other hand, httle use for Bohngbroke's doctrine of the Strong
Man. Those who read about the subsequent career of Bohngbroke as
Henry IV in the two historical plays titled in his name, and in particular
has,

the death scene of Bohngbroke in King Henry /V, Part
proof of that:

"God knows, my
By what by-paths and
met

I

How

II,

will get

abundant

son.
indirect crook'd

ways

crown; and I myself know well
troublesome it sat upon my head.
this

"

But if Bohngbroke's use of force is, to this extent, implicitly condemned, how is Richard's deposition justified? How is Wilham Shakespeare giving an answer counter to that of Herman Wouk? The answer
is in the third of the circumstances referred to above, one which, as Goddard also notes, is in a seemingly incidental scene in the last part of Act
There, two such apparently insignificant characters as an unnamed
III.
gardener and two unnamed servants gossip about the current goings-on.
The gardener (this is elevated gossip) compares his httle plot to the commonweahh: "All must be even in our government"; i.e., "even" in justice
and right. When one of the servants remonstrates that England, "the seawalled garden, the whole land, is full of weeds, her plots disorder'd and
her wholesome herbs swarming with caterpillars," the gardener replies:
"Hold thy peace,

He

that hath suffer'd this disorder'd spring

Hath now himself met with the
O, what pity is it
That he had not so trimm'd and

As we

Had

this

gardenl

he done so

They might have

.

.

fall

of leaf:

.

.

.

dress'd his land

.

to great

and growing men.
and he to taste

lived to bear

fruits of duty: superfluous branches
lop away, that bearing boughs may live:
Had he done so, himself had borne the crown.
Which waste of idle hours hath quite thrown down."

Their

We

"Superfluous branches we lop away, that bearing boughs may live."
That is the key line. Undoubtedly Shakespeare would have preferred a
more orderly process of changing rulers, such, perhaps, as in our own
But in the emergency
democracy. "All must be even in our government.
of Richard's follies and fantasy life, one need not wait for the orderly
process. The common good, "that bearing boughs may live," called for
"

force.

perhaps the gardener's words are only Shakespeare's way of exHanson Baldwin's conclusion of his discussion of the
more contemporary issue: "The real^indeed, the only, assurances that respect for constituted authority and demand for unquestioning obedience

Or

pressing poetically

will not be

abused

is

a sense of noblesse oblige, on the part of superiors
common good, of loyalty 'down,* as

to inferiors, of higher loyalty to the
"

well as

'up.'

Ti^o Sonnets by
Joachim Du Bellay

Sonnet CLIV
Take my advice and
Trade Helicon

lease Parnassus out.

for the courts,

your laurels hide

In a green bag; oh put your songs aside

And

learn the clack tKat charms the grasp-all rout.

That

is

Not

the road to riches,

in fair poetry's

Is less

poor friend;

company, where the take

than mouthing, tumbhng huffos make.

Out upon
Break

my

joys

off, I

beg you, with that bore Apollo,

Bid farewell

Whose

which pay no dividend.

to the

babbling Sisters Nine

richest treasure is a

Today's great

men

are hard

WTeath of vine;

and cold and

Their ears are deaf to verse and will

Only what

profits

them

or

hollow^.

let in

makes them

grin.

From Les

X'i

Regrets

Translated hy J. G. E. Hopkins

Sonnet LXXXVM
To

stalk

with solemn step and wrinkled brow.

Sober and dull each passerby

To weigh

With

each word,

to

sometimes "Nay,

To throw

answer

in often a pohtic

on the tongue the

So words seem deeds,

Each

to

all discreet

sometimes "Sir,

sir,"

To ape good manners with

Ghb

to greet.

"Oh,

I

so":

say!"

a "Sir, your slave,"

tale of

as one

war

to

have

had shared the

fray;

milord with hand to hp apphed

In the smooth

Roman

courtier's easy style.

One's poverty

to gloss

with show of prides-

Such

'tis

tricks are virtue at this court of

Whence, poor and poxed,

in rags,

Rome

and mounted

vile.

Misfortunate Frenchmen sadly head for home.
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Poetry- Writing

Is

tlie

Goal?

• John Gillaud Bninini
«

'

r"N

O you tKinIc

I'll

ever learn to write poetry?"

I

Spirit,

an auxiliary

A

we

Possibly

I

The reason

more tKan any other editor.
Magazine of Poetry conducts a

) this question

free

am
is

bureau of

are requested to do so,

aslced

simple:
criticism

we

explain
manuscripts are not accepted, it is natural that the question be asked.
Yet it does not permit a "y^s or no" answer. In reahty, perhaps only
the questioner can determine it. To be honest I must reply that I do not
know. For one thing, the editor is not a prophet. But more important,
there is the problem of tvs^o people using a term*— in this case, poetry^^
as

service.

Since,

if

why

and meaning two different things. Even if my questioner and I agree
on what we think poetry is, I beheve it would be rash to say that any
given person cannot write a poem if he seriously undertakes to do so.
In this connection, a httle experience comes to mind.
Janet had
paired off with me for an evening of bridge. She misbid or misplayed prac-

hand. I had not complained but when, the score totaled, she
turned to me and said, "I think I'll give up bridge," I could not refrain
from asking, "Janet, why don't you take it up?

tically every

"

Although Janet and I are still on speaking terms, I would not be so
blunt with aspiring poets who well might be advised not to give up poetry
but to take it up. For many show they have no adequate idea of w^hat
poetry is. Unless they have such an understanding they perforce work
in the dark.
Repeatedly, then, our letters of criticism are more largely
instruction.
But the objective is clear: to help those whose work is not
up to our standards to write poetry we can publish. That means they
must be told what Spirit considers poetry to be. And this may not at all
be what others, even the majority of editors, think it is.
Once the basis of our standards^Spirit has maintained them for
twenty years— is explained, a discussion can go forward with less danger
of talking at cross-purposes.
draw a sharp line between poetry and
mere versification.
are emphatic in asserting that poetry is a fine
art.
Yet it involves the skill to write versification. Hence the poet must
be at once artist and craftsman, the poem being at once art and versification.
The aspiring poet can be taught craftsmanship. He cannot be taught

We

We

artistry.

Now

it

is

true that the greater majority of

what

is

today published

very much concerned
with craftsmanship. It is the latter*—-a needed part to contribute to a whole,
the poem-— which is usually taught in schools, workshops, etc. In addition,
college courses normally include appreciation-— committing poems to memory is a step in that endeavor— theory and history of poetry, poets'
biographical notes, etc.
as poetry has

little

or nothing to do with artistry.
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teacher reahzes that he cannot teach the real secret of

But he is remiss if he does not explain that byeond the craft,
there must be the contribution which only the artist can make. And he
can set up certain guides, certain signposts. He can and should insist
that the full essentials of poetry must be understood and that even the
most expert craftsman will never achieve genuine poetry unless his work
an

art.

embraces these

essentials.

way implies that craftsmanship should be neglected nor
The poet as craftsman has his kit of tools and logically he must

This in no
deprecated.

know

If he does not have
hov^^ to use them with facility and dexterity.
such knowledge, he will be like the painter who has not learned how to
mix colors or handle a brush. The critic would properly say to either:
learn first the fundamentals before you attempt to climb to the higher

reaches.

No one would think of sitting down to a piano for the first time
play a Beethoven sonata. One begins usually with finger exercises
and scale-running and through long and tedious hours acquires dexterity.
During this period, he would not invite his friends in to hear him play—*
in fact those who must overhear him practice wish he could do so in a
sound-proof room.
to

an
For a performance, which for them is really fingerexercises, they quickly invite an audience. They do so when they submit
And, with the greatest
their first stabs at poetry-writing to an editor.
optimism, expect a fat check in payment!
I once had a letter from a Kentucky woman who wrote she had

Too

often would-be poets completely ignore the need to serve

apprenticeship.

recently "decided to write poetry" in order to help her

husband

lift

the

home. Should I have disillusioned her? She had yet
And in the practical order,
to learn that poetry is more than rhyming.
to learn that even many of the most successful w^riters earn insufficient
through poetry sales to meet a week's grocery bills. "Forget it quick
is the best advice for one who has the notion he can make a living exclu-

mortgage on

their

sively as a poet.

cannot hope to make money selling poems," another correspondent
"Why should I pay a teacher?" I'm sure I don't know. I don t
want to undersell teachers but in history there are numerous poets who
served their apprenticeships without a "master." If one has the will and
the persistence, he can teach himself, with the aid of a few textbooks on
But no matter how he comes
versification, the fundamentals of his craft.
by his knowledge, he must work toward greater deftness through practice
and practice and practice. This is a solitary occupation.
"If I

questions,

also are the processes involved in acquiring and perfecting artistry.
very few today are concerned only with craftsmanship, I may be
challenged: why all the bother about artistry? I do not know why a
particular Mr. A., Mrs. B or Miss
does bother, but I do know that

So

But

if

C
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innate in

man

is

NVhy climb a mountain?
The true artist will w^ant to
be content with lesser achievement. Ob-

an urge tow^ard the

was once answered: "Because
conquer Everest, others will
viously the former's ascent

is

it

is

heights.

there."

the lonelier.

"You go outside for assistance," Rainer Maria Rilke wrote to a young
poet who had his eye on Everest, "and that is just what you should not
do.
No one can really advise or help you.
Ask yourself why you
.

write, try to find out

hearts:

Before

whether the roots of

would you dare to say
all, must I write?"

that

it

.

.

are planted in your heart of

you would die

if

you could not write?

Rilke, I think, dehberately used hyperbole to make very valid points.
These are not necessarily applicable to those who seek a minor status, a
rung or several below that of the true poet. Only the artist must write.
He does so not to stave off physical death but to live with himself in
spiritual integrity.
The compulsion is from within, not from without.
And it is fairly safe to assert that if the tyro has no inner urge to write
poetry, the best he will produce will be of minor order.
"Minor verse writers," Michael Williams, founder of The Com.m.on-

weal, once said, "are blessed souls," and, even when they exist in such
multitudes as at present and even when their work is bad and their

nuisance value to editors high, "a blessing" to their society. "For the
least of all poetasters," he adds, "are fortunate above the majority of their
neighbors because their souls are uplifted ... by attraction toward the
spirit of creation, although they cannot share in the divine fire of creation
itself."

Williams

correctly here identifies the artist as

one

who

shares in the

John Doe seeks that participation he must be prepared to
meet its demands and perhaps he would agree with Rilke and say that
he must write or die. If Jane Doe wants to function under less rigorous
discipline, she and John have set different goals for themselves.
John
proposes to be the artist-craftsman; Jane, merely the craftsman. The same
divine

fire.

If

critical criteria

cannot properly be applied

W^ith Williams,

we

to their

work.

are ready to applaud Jane as a "blessed"

if not
a distinguished individual. She is blessed because she is attuned to a
higher spirit; she is not distinguished since she is one of very many similarly
attuned. She deserves respect unless she pretends to be something she is
not.
As one critic remarked: "Geese should not pretend to be swans."
The poetaster, the versifier has a well-recognized and happy place in the
scheme of things, just as has the "home" pianist who has no desire to set
foot on a concert platform.

"Can I ever learn to write poetry?" If the questioner interprets
poetry only as the product of a craft divorced from artistry, I w^ould not
hesitate to reply "yes." With application and study, any normally educated man or woman can write averagely good verse. In fact, most of
them do at some time or other in their lives. And I would fancy that at

Is
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write with no initial idea of publication,

eventually knock at some editorial door.

A

tremendous number of submitted manuscripts nevertheless demonneed is craft-competence. The child, once acquainted
with nursery rhymes, quickly realizes that if something rhymes it is not
prose. Many who attempt more than jingles do not however get beyond
this child-comprehension, or at best advance only to the theory that rhyme
plus rhythm is all necessary. But even versification, which is the product
of craftsmanship and not genuine poetry, is more than rhyme and rhythm
strate that the first

and often may not rhyme

at all.

distinguished from prose by various factors but even
when smoothly executed it may be closer to prose than to poetry. In
printed form, it looks different, of course. But one should not forget that
a poem exists independently of sight'-when read aloud, for instance,
Versification

is

no less a poem for the listener. The latter cannot see the special
typographical arrangement of lines that is usually associated with verse.
The obvious and elementary conclusion must be that physical pattern is
it is

not of the essence.

Those who arrange lines in some eccentric fashion^—to form a cross,
a heart, a pyramid, etc.^are wasting their time on non-essentials. Beginning
each line with a capital is also non-essential. Yet it is no less rational to follow
this convention than the fad which insists on abolishing capitals altogether.
Although occasionally some publications appear with a poem printed as
prose, the conventional line

there

is little

reason

to

Rhyme, while not

arrangement

abandon

is

so hallowed

by usage that

it.

is a most valuable and
surpassed by rhythm which,

essential to versification,

at times indispensible aid.

Its

contribution

is

whether in formal metrics or in looser and more subtle stresses, is a
necessary factor. It is far easier to "hear" the music of formal metrics and
rhyme, and for this reason I have always thought that the novice should
gain craft experience by writing in formal verse patterns. The discipline
thus acquired is extremely useful even if in future he turns to free verse

and other

irregular rhythms.

The

discipline

is

also a decided aid in the

writing of prose.

These few observations about versification are admittedly as general
as they are elementary. However, my thesis is that it is foolish for the
critic of poetry to be concerned whether the iambics in line three limp or
the rhyme of line five isn't perfect until first he is convinced that what these
lines communicate satisfies the requirements of poetry.
With a little more midnight oil the limp can be eliminated, the rhyme
perfected. The prime consideration, in other words, should be first: what
If this meets the test, then one can
has the poet to communicate?
proceed to appraise the manner of communication.
For a practical object-lesson, here is the anthologized "Night Mists"

by

W.

H. Hayne:
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when Nature

Sometimes,

asleep.

falls

Around her woods and streams

The

mists of night serenely creep

For they are Nature's dreams.

merely versification or a poem? Does Mr. Hayne give Kis readers
more than Ke might have done had he expressed this fanciful thoughts
Does he not wish only that his readers understand what he
in prose?
Is tKis

has

say?

to

It can properly be
however, demands very much more.
judged by the result intended for readers. Longfellow advised the poet,
and write." By this he meant that the
"Look, then, into thy heart
poet is impelled to vsTite because of the intensity of his emotional experience.
But at this point, two roads open up^—one leads to poetic utterance, the

Poetry,

.

.

.

other to prose expression.

informing readers is all desired, then prose can achieve that end.
one thing to write about emotion and quite another to communicate
I can advise all and sundry that I felt thus and so and write as
If

It is
it.

matter-of-factly as the biologist describing the pancreas.

The

latter,

if

he wanted to go to the trouble, could put his description into verse but
he would add no new values for his readers. They might admire his
versifying skill but would otherwise react no differently than they would
to his prose statement of fact.
If stirring

his subject,

is

readers, as the poet

desired then the poetic

was initially stirred by contemplating
medium is properly chosen. Achieve-

of this end is aided by the incantation of the music of versification.
poet thus deals subjectively with his concept or theme, approaching
His intuitive perceptions
it in terms of how he emotionally responded to it.
enable him to see and present the common experiences of man in an
uncommon way and so induce his readers to make his responses theirs.

ment

The

Hayne gives no indication that, in the first
was emotionally moved to v^Tite. Instead of deriving his
concept from emotional experience, he turned to the factual and objective
In "Night Mists," Mr.

instance, he

presentation of a fancy springing from an intellectual act.

His readers then can do no more than react intellectually. They
what he has to say and agree with or reject what he
fancies.
The value they will place on the versified message w^ill be
determined by the same criteria they would apply to any prose statement.

will understand

One

test, even before actual writing is begun, is available.
answer to "How do I expect my readers to respond?" Meanwhile it should be kept in mind that the poet writes for strangers. (If
he writes only for his immediate circle, then he should seek only private
reading of his work.) He cannot assume that strangers will be interested
It lies

simple

in the

in the facts of his emotional experiences or in
details.

to share

He must work
with them.

what

to enlist their interest

are privately personal

because he has something

Is

Most
himself.

function.

lyric poetry is

Art

is

in

personal but the poet
and hence poetry

universal

When Romeo

because he speaks
coldly

Poetry-Writeng the Goal?

protests his love for

for all lovers his

and passively

cpiickened in love of our

own

We

Ke speaks only for
a pubhc not a private
Juliet, he is personal, but
fails if

is

avowals become universal.

listening to him,

an emotional experience.

we

don't

Instead of

actually participate with

come

to love Juliet,

but

we

him
are

Juliets.

In the lifting of expression

up from

the level of the private to that

of the universal lies the contribution of the artist.

mine when

ag

The

critic

can deter-

But neither he, nor anyone else, can say
precisely how the communication is effected. He can be fairly certain that
unless John and Jane purpose such communication, they will not write
this

happens.

genuine poetry. They may produce very competent versification.
This may satisfy them and none should quarrel with their contentment. Audiences flock to hear Ethel Merman. But Miss Merman w^ould
not expect to sing coloratura operatic roles. Nor would Fred Astaire
attempt to star in classic ballet. Both determined what place they wanted
in the entertainment world and did not seek to be something beyond their
talents.
So too must those who first turn to writing: is it to be versification, jingles, limericks or real poetry?
And before they can sensibly answer the question for themselves,
they must know very, very much more than the theory, "If it isn't prose,
it is

poetry."

ST.

by

ROBERT
BELLAMINE

Carl
Merschel

Retreat
• Brother D. Adelbert, F.S.C.
the spire of Independence Hall, the cnurcn

From

Of

Philadelphia, the burnished bell rang round

The

corners of the

little

squared-off

Rang and was dumb, broken
I

city.

for liberty.

heard the bell of liberation ring

Again, here where the

tide of years

beats

still

Like whited wings against a rim of ocean.

Gog and Magog
From City

Hall.

survey the urban scene
Aloft, the

Dragon

rears

His scaly head and paws the sky where once

A rusty William Penn had blessed his city
From the clouds. A painted harlot with
A painted fan whirls the air into flame.
Dancing the rhythm of her

incantation.

Burning her path across the crowded sidewalk.
Franklin Square kneels to the Anti-Christ,

The mountebank, who
The

cut of kites

The monument

He hawks

his

and

whistles pigeons to

twists the eagle

on

into a steel-eyed griffin.

magic on the market

till

Faustus

Signs and seals the compact, and Belial,

Now

angel of the church of Philadelphia,

Cuts down Old Glory with a Tartar's

I

boarded Charon's bus

(A backward

journey.

for

sickle.

Ocean City^

Retreat you called

We crossed the Delaware

like

30

Acheron.

it

then.)

Retreat

Burned down tKe

And

bridge,

burned

31

ferries in tbe slips

drew our line across tbe Jersey plain.

There stretched the new bridge, there the

Long rows out from

Where Wesley
I

chose another

Where
W^e

the Circle

city strung

and the Chapel

kneels to burn out like a match.
street,

stopped at a house

tired apostles gathered in the night.

blessed the bread and wine and waited breathless.

The wind dropped,
The spellbound
Spills sky-high

Stare aloft!

There

a dove gliding to ground.

bell of elevation rings.

on the

east, over the sea.

Christ dies, tied

His wine-bright blood

to a cross of clouds.

Streaming the firmament; and the Baptist

Along

the desert beach, "Faustus, repent!"

The heady ocean
Runs

heels

up on

riot-ruddy with the

the sand.

moon-drawn

tide.

For there, borne on the west, the Virgin

Immaculate mirrors the morning

And

pours the sea upon us.

In blood, dear Christ,

Jerusalem

Our

I

and

Moon

rising

We

are

whelmed

die like tongues of

fire.

hear a-ring with bells^

tongues the

NOW

cries

bells,

is eternity.

rung with the bruit of freedom.

This house of prayer.

Our

hall of independence, holds the throne.

And

Christ the

Lamb comes

here into His kingdom.

A Correspondence ivith
Christopher Da^^vson
December

8,

1951

Dear Mr. Dawson,
For the past several years
rious hooks in

an attempt

I

have been reading and analyzing your vawhat appear to be the fundamental

to formulate

principles of your interpretation of history.

In general these principles are

the basic ones of any Christian conception of history, but

what makes your
approach unique, as contrasted with most other Christian writers on this
subject, is your uncovering of these principles in the specific events and
periods of historical development. You thus essay to perform the delicate
and

difficult task of the

metahistorian,

"The Problem

in your recent article.

whose province you describe so well
of Metahistory," in the June 1951

issue of History Today.

The
thought

topic that has caused
is

me

the greatest difficulty in analysis of your

the one suggested in your essay "Cycles of Civilization" {En-

l933)^the significance of world history considered as a whole and
of the specific steps by which man has prepared the way for
the purposes of Providence in a world-w^ide civilization. You will recall
that this subject engaged Arnold Toynbee's attention in a chapter from
Civilization on Trial entitled "Christianity and Civilization." But whereas
Toynbee came to consideration of it only after he had completed a major
part of his principal work (A Study of History), you sketched your outline
of it before any of your books were published, and have since treated the
matter with the utmost reserve. In fact, I do not recall any direct reference
to it in any of your volumes, although there are a number of assumptions
concerning historical development in The Age of the Gods, Progress and
Religion, and Religion and Culture which seem to indicate that the ideas
presented in "Cycles of Civilization are still basic to your conception of
world history.
Following are certain questions that occur to mind in an analysis of
your thought on this topic.
(1) Do you still hold to the basic concept of a gradual development of
history through various World Ages to a world-wide civilization? Do you
quiries,

the

meaning

'

still

believe in the existence of four separate

ment has taken and

is

Ages by which

this develop-

taking place?

(2) Would it be in accordance with your view to say that not all
peoples living in a particular Age are bearers of the representative idea of
that Age, but only those peoples who are leading the movement of world
history toward new goals and new conceptions of life? W^ould this not
mean that some high civilizations existing at present are essentially sur-

vivals from a past

Age, and that others are the true representatives of the
32
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World Age? The

conceptions arrived at by tKese latter civilizaHence progress is not
one of automatic advance for all peoples, but a relatively rare event which,
when developed, communicates itself to other peoples and becomes the
foundation for a new cultural development. Thus many peoples may come
to participate in the ideas of a particular Age who were not at first involved
in its formation. Such an example of gradual incorporation of new peoples
present

tions w^ould then be diffused to the retarded ones.

in a

new

cultural reality

is

pre-eminently provided by the growth of

West-

ern Civilization.
(5) Could not Christianity be considered as the reconciliation of the
key ideas of the three preceding World Ages— the belief of the archaic
cultures in the goodness of nature, the concern of the warrior peoples with
patriarchal values in family and religion, and the emphasis of the World

Religion cultures on the transcendence of ultimate spiritual reality? Would
not Christianity thus be the unique representative of the central concept of
the fourth World Age—Incarnation—which is now developing to its period
of maturity? If so, does it not rest with Christianity to provide the unifying principle of the mature period of this Fourth Age, in a civilization which
will

be world-wide?
Yours

sincerely,

John MuIIoy
Granada, Spain

December

a8, 1951

Many thanks for your very interesting letter which has been following
me about till it eventually caught up with me here at Christmas.
I think what I have written is enough to show my central idea of the
Christian view of history as a progressive process of development to a
spiritual end.

in a lecture

But

I

have recently restated

which was published

my

conception of this Christian view

in Blackfriars this past

summer.

in addition to the Christian theory of history as the progressive

spiritual transformation of

humanity by the Incarnation and

its

extension

Western conception of history as
the process by which humanity becomes self conscious and achieves conThis is not Christian in origin, but
trol over matter by science and art.
are parallel on different planes,
movements
Hellenic. Nevertheless the two
and since the Middle Ages at least they have influenced one another and
even merged with one another, so that all the idealist philosophies of
history and most of the Christian ones are syntheses of the two. We find
in the

Church, there

is

also the typically

two currents meeting with one another as early as Gregory of Nyssa,
whom I quote in my first writing on the subject, "The Nature and Destiny
the
of

Man,"

reprinted in Enquiries.

In spite of this

complete schema of

I

do not think

it

World Ages, on

is

possible at present to establish a
my tentative "Cycles of

the lines of
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Civilization," for

movement

we Jo

not yet

in cultures, altKough

know

it

the scientific nature of the cyclical

undoubtedly does

further study of the great historical cultures

and

exist.

We need much

especially of the relation

between these cultures and the smaller regional units which the anthropologists are studying. There is also a great need for more study of the
intermediate units— the more advanced barbarian cultures, e.g., the existing
cultures of the Yoruba and Bini in West Africa, which are too barbarous

and too civilized for the anthropologists. I think that it
only by the study of these cultures that we can understand the intermediate cultures of antiquity (the Hittites, the Kassites, the Assyrians^—
even the Persians).
Similarly we don't know enough yet of the relations between the civilization of the Indus valley and that of Vedic India, or of the prehistoric
background of Persian culture.
The kind of thing we need is a complete survey of a single area, as
(for example) West Africa, which would show the general pattern of primitive and intermediate cultures in contact with and under pressure from the
world cultures of Islam and Western Europe.
My own work is devoted almost entirely to the study of the Western
European development, which is also the development of world culture,
and the relations between the three cultural developments which we call
for the historians

is

Christendom, Europe and Western Civilization: and
forthcoming book. Understanding Europe.

this is the subject of

my

Malaga, Spain

March

Many

5,

195a

thanks for your long and interesting letter of Feb. 11. I think
my view about the relation of W^estern history to
World history and about my own field of studies better when you have
seen my new book. I believe that the continuous tradition of culture which
has its roots in Hellenism has gradually expanded into a universal movement which has absorbed and incorporated a whole series of other cultural
traditions, until it has become practically world wide.
Now there seems to be a remarkable parallelism between the ancient
and modern phases of this process— i.e., the Mediterranean Hellenic and
the Western Christian. For as Hellenism gradually expanded during the
Hellenistic and Roman periods, until it embraced the whole of the ancient
world, so too Western culture has expanded during the last 500 years to
embrace the whole of the modern world. And as the unity of the ancient
world was finally broken in two by the rise of Islam, so the modern world
is being broken in two by the rise of Communism.
Consequently I think that the great oriental world religions today
occupy a similar position to that of the religions of the ancient East—Egypt,
that

you

will understand

A
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Roman World.

If so,
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the only serious

day are not the old rehgions of the
East, hut the new pohtical substitute-rehgions, hke Communism, Nationalism and so forth. One cannot escape the urgency of this question, on which
the whole future of the world depends.
Very sincerely yours,
rivals to Christianity at the present

(Signed)

Christopher

How I Think Of You
• Howard A. Wiley
I

would command

Of
To

all

the eloquence

the arts

tell you how I think of you.
But none suffice:
The winged marble moves
But ^vants the warmth

You bring to stillness;
The shimmering canvas

holds the lovely

NVorld in mirrored immobility
Yet lacks the fathomless dimensions
And the flame of uncorroded color
That your presence wakes in life;
When you lift a hand
Or walk across a room
I see the dance transcended;
You are the vaulting thought

And

overtones of

That

rise

mood

above the structure of the poem;
And in your voice
Remembered music
Echoes

W^hen

And

all

the songs are ended.

yet the arts fall short

Of

your reflection
Not because they fail to mirror

What

see;

I

You bring the sum
To my senses, yes;

of beauty

But more

You

are the beauty that

my

soul perceives.

Dawson

Germanto w^n Ballads • ciaude
A Ballad of Old Houses

f.

Loudoun, yemon. Cope, and Chew,
Hacker, Upsala, and Wycfe
Stood on the day when the shot was thick
And the Lobster-Backs had hell to brew.
Past Loudoun

now

the trolleys run

And who remembers the fight at Chew
And wisps of cannon smoke that blew
Once

at

Upsala over the sun?

Or Sparrow

Jack in the yard at Cope,
Beside the wicket gate with his gun.
Sniping the Red-Coats' hne in the dun
Fog that lay hke a coil of rope

Stranghng the Yankees and their hope
the Yankees learned to run?
But where are the Red-Coats now and who
Trims the lamps and tends the rick

The day when

At Loudon, Vernon, Cope, and Chew,
Hacker, Upsala, and Wycfe?

A

Ballad of Baniel Pastorius

Stolid, saintly, clear-eyed old Pastorius

Hacking away at the Wissahickon brush.
Gnarled hand a-pushing back hair soft with button dust
Searching out a resting place in the nut-dropping hush.

Dan

Pastorius found his peace, oh long ago.

Long days
Watching

of searching through the sweet bitten frost

watching for the goldstone.
Sharp eyes filming through the days long lost.
for the lodestone.

Some say he found it, found the philosophers' stone
Compounded of the gold of his autumn afternoons.
Found it by the cave of the lone dreamer Kelpius

Whose

visions

haunt the

forest like a Druid's runes.

But then old Pastorius tossed it in the stream away.
Where the silver Wissahickon is a sword through the dim
Huddled forest: what he wanted was the search they say.
The findin was the losin that did for him.
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